and I couldn't. Many men probably would prefer to get their money
without working anyway. Thus this matter of Money still stood with us.
Just to make this affair of money worse, of now being able to eat without
working, an I.W.W. or two from New York City (I had a couple of them in
on the work) got a dozen or more of the worst ones among the local men
to join up in repudiating the partnership agreement, demanding that I
pay up all the balances 'right now\ Someone in Madison had told Mike
Lazar, the lather, about an old dead-letter law on the Wisconsin statute
books to the effect that no wage labourer had a legal right to make any
contract whatsoever for his labour. The worker was thus so classified that
legally he was nobody but a slave to be paid in full at least every two
weeks, or he and his employer, too, would go to jail. He had no right to
himself. The workmen got together on this, shamefacedly at first, but the
get-together soon gained headway. The men formed in queues outside my
study door and then several at a time would come in to my corner of the
studio and ask for *pay', reckoning the sum due them on the overall con-
tingent wage agreement, but those sums were stipulated as wages only if
they stayed on until the time came when I could get the buildings into
use. Now this unexpected demand struck in addition to the board, room,
and weekly cash payments we had agreed upon and that I had managed
to pay them so far when they could do a little better by living on the
U.S.A. and doing no work at all.
Of course, I had already given these men all the money I had. There
was no source from which I could then get more. There was no relief for
me or mine. The agreement I made with them stated that I could get the
sums stipulated only when I got use of the buildings. And unless I could
get those buildings we started to build together for the apprentices, I
could get no money to pay the balance of their stipulated wages. The
buildings were only about half-done. But all the money I had already paid
for labour and materials (some forty-five thousand dollars) was tied up in
unfinished buildings as useless to me as to them.
The buildings now stopped growing altogether. Instead of getting suit-
able places in which to work in three years, it was to take seven, until we
learned to build them ourselves for ourselves.
RELIEF
Karl Jensen was secretary at the time, and Henry Klumb was right
bower. They would be with me at these trying times as I sat over there in
my little corner of the old Studio by the big stone fireplace* The gang
(gangsterism was what they were in now) had formed this habit of lining
up outside, and kept on day after day, for months, coming in to me for
this money they were really only entitled to when they had kept their
word as men and performed their part of the partnership agreement.
Well, I thought of making a test case of the foolish slave-law—one of
those 'three laws passed to cure one flaw'. But it so appeared, after appeal-
ing to the State Industrial Commission (which, I suspected, suspected me

